No solution to roach problem

(Continued from page 1)

dego cockroach extermination at the discretion of the house manager.

Cockroaches enter dormitories in various ways, and once inside they are “impossible to get rid of,” according to Norma Mele, house manager of McCormick Hall. She asserted that cockroaches can be brought into dorms via old refrigerators, Coke deliveries, shopping bags, and even on the clothes of occupants. Cockroaches must eat to survive, and Mele declared that “McCormick never had any cockroach problems until the cooking kitchens opened up.”

Students can hurt the extermination effort both through general sloppiness and through a lack of cooperation. “Spraying would be more effective if the individual rooms were prepared properly by the occupants,” explained Esther Foster, house manager of Senior House. According to Foster, all furniture must be moved away from the walls for proper spraying.

Foster said that “students are more willing to have rooms sprayed than in previous years, which accounts for the overall decrease” of the number of cockroaches in Senior House. Due to the difficulty of cockroach extermination, student cooperation in cleaning their living areas and preparing rooms for spraying is vital for the containment of cockroaches in the future, she concluded.

Who are you, telling us how to run our business?

It takes a lot of confidence to come from out of school and begin telling us how to do things.

On the other hand, it takes an unusual company to provide the kind of environment where that can happen. But that is exactly the environment you will find at Scott Paper.

We constantly search for people who have the ability to respond to challenge and think for themselves, those with the initiative and desire to seek alternatives, the skill and courage to convince others that there are better ways and who aren’t afraid to express their ideas.

At Scott, we admire an aggressive stance because we are an aggressive company. You can make your own opportunities with us... and we’ll prove it.

Contact your placement office for information.
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Still Room on the Ground Floor for Computer Engineers & Programmers

Computer professionals are aware that today’s most advanced large-system technology was developed by a company that, not too long ago, was virtually unknown. It was during late 1975—when Amdahl delivered its first multimillion-dollar $710 computer system following a 3-year, $60,000,000 effort—that the company first attracted widespread industry attention. Now, Amdahl is still small by computer industry standards, and consider yourself a cut above your classmates in competence, enthusiasm and potential.

The original design team is still virtually intact and working on future systems. Although we are growing at an extremely rapid pace, we are committed to retaining the same creative environment that yielded the $710. We are still small by computer industry comparisons; we ended 1976 with fewer than 500 people. We are still friendly. We still enjoy attacking tasks because we think it’s fun. And we still reward personal efforts with personal recognition.

We think Amdahl is a great place to work. There’s still room on the ground floor for you to be moved away from the computer. We are looking to receive a BS or advanced degree in electrical engineering or computer sciences, and consider yourself a cut above your classmates in competence, enthusiasm and potential.

Amdahl Corporation, 1290 East Arques Avenue, Sunnyvale, California 94086. We are, of course, an equal opportunity employer.

ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS:

Tuesday, March 1

MAGGIE LETTVIN IN PERSON

TODAY—12:30 to 1:00 P.M.

demonstration and autograph party for

MAGGIE’S BACK BOOK

HEALING THE HURT IN YOUR LOWER BACK

MAGGIE LETTVIN

Illustrated by Ruth McCambridge

“Why another book on backache?” asks Dr. Bender in his forward to this one. “Because we need one that works!” There are multiple causes for the back pains that trouble so many people, but most sufferers can return to an effective functional status with a unified program of rehabilitation. Maggie’s Back Book covers every aspect of learning how to live without an aching back—the more than 300 diagrams demonstrate helpful exercises, exercises to avoid, exercises for particular types of pain, conditions that make pain worse, and trends for coping with the movements of everyday life.
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